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The Exiles: The Exiles Book 1 2019-05-28 the exiles was the winner of
the 1992 guardian children s fiction prize and is the first novel in hilary
mckay s wonderfully witty and warm the exiles series ruth naomi rachel
and phoebe conroy love reading and having fun more than anything else so
the sisters are horrified when they learn that their parents are sending
them away to cumbria for the summer to stay with their fearsome
grandmother big grandma big grandma is strict makes them do chores and
doesn t let them have any fun but worst of all she refuses to let the
girls read any books determined to enjoy their summer the sisters decide
they aren t going to put up with their grandmother s tough regime and in
doing so they somehow manage to cause inordinate amounts of chaos
but as the girls search for alternatives to big grandma s way of life
they slowly start to understand its appeal just as she starts to
understand them are the two generations more alike than they think
Hilary McKay’s Fairy Tales 2017-10-05 hilary mckay s fairy tales is a
classic fairy tale collection to treasure featuring hilary mckay s
imaginative retellings of key favourites this ten story collection
includes the much loved tales of rapunzel cinderella the princess and the
pea rumpelstiltskin the pied piper of hamelin the swan brothers snow white
and the seven dwarves red riding hood the twelve dancing princesses and
hansel and gretel this gorgeous collection features black and white line
and tone illustrations throughout from the talented sarah gibb
The Skylarks' War 2018-09-20 clarry and her older brother peter live
for their summers in cornwall staying with their grandparents and
running free with their charismatic cousin rupert but normal life resumes
each september boarding school for peter and rupert and a boring life for
clarry at home with her absent father as the shadow of a terrible war
looms ever closer when rupert goes off to fight at the front clarry
feels their skylark summers are finally slipping away from them can their
family survive this fearful war the skylarks war is a beautiful story
following the loves and losses of a family growing up against the harsh
backdrop of world war 1 from the award winning hilary mckay
Binny for Short 2013-02-07 from the winner of the costa children s
book award 2018 binny s life has been difficult since her father died and
her dreadful old aunt violet disposed of her beloved dog max her world
changed then to a city flat with not enough space for her mum her big
sister clem and her small brother james definitely no room for a pet then
one day aunt violet dies leaving a small cottage in cornwall to binny
and her family binny finds herself in a new world once more full of
sunshine and freedom and gareth the enemy next door and the ideal



companion for dangerous dares but max is still lost in the past and it
seems impossible that she ll ever find him again
Dog Friday 2011-09-01 the twins ant and perry vegetable loving beany
sun dance and their scruffy mongrel old blanket specialize in creating
mayhem they attempt to entice guests in to mrs brogan s bed and
breakfast teach robin how to be brave and most importantly help him
work out how he can keep the abandoned dog he finds on the beach
Saffy's Angel 2013-02-07 from the winner of the costa children s book
award 2018 meet saffy indigo rose and caddy casson this colourful and
hilarious series will make you wish you were part of the family after
saffron discovers that she s adopted life is never quite the same her
artistic parents and doting siblings adore her but saffy wants a piece of
her past so when her grandfather bequests a stone angel to her saffy
knows she has to find it realising that her childhood in siena holds the
key she stows away on a car trip to italy the rest of the family are
engaged in their own wacky projects caddy a hopeless student is revising
for her a levels and desperately trying to pass her driving test indigo the
only boy in the casson family is determined to rid himself of his fear of
heights and the youngest rose a budding artist has a knack for baiting her
pompous dad with entertaining results this book truly is a masterpiece
guardian saffy s angel won the whitbread children s book award and
book 3 permanent rose was shortlisted for the same award celebrating
mckay s talent for conveying the anarchic bedlam of family life
The Skylarks' War 2019-09-17 a boston globe best book of 2018 a
horn book best book of 2018 vivid hilarious and heartbreaking elizabeth
wein new york times bestselling author of code name verity the best
children s book i ve read this year katherine rundell boston globe horn
book award winning author of cartwheeling in thunderstorms a near
miraculous balance of light and joyous touch with sometimes serious
and even heartbreaking material bccb starred review from award winning
author hilary mckay comes a wholly satisfying booklist starred review
story full of wit heartbreak and hope as a girl fights for her
independence during world war i clarry penrose finds the good in everyone
even in her father who isn t fond of children and especially girls he doesn
t worry about her education because he knows she won t need it it s the
early twentieth century and the only thing girls are expected to do is
behave but clarry longs for a life of her own she wants to dive off
cliffs and go swimming with her brother peter and cousin rupert and more
than anything she wants an education she helps peter with his homework
all the time so why can t she manage it by herself when war breaks out



clarry is shocked to find that rupert has enlisted then he is declared
missing and clarry is devastated now she must take a momentous step
into the wide world for if she misses this chance she may never make it this
is an inspirational funny and heartwarming story about a girl who dares
to open doors that the world would rather keep closed
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Catalog of Books Translated into Japanese from Foreign Languages
1997 an enchanting sequel to frances hodgson burnett s a little
princess written by the award winning hilary mckay
Wishing for Tomorrow 2011-03-22 school has started and secrets
and adventures await binny and her family in this delightful sequel to
binny for short which publishers weekly called a well crafted story
that balances moments of hilarity with poignancy starred review binny s
blissful summer is over and school is beginning and it s horrible from the
awful secondhand uniforms to the stuck up kids who call her a grockle
binny hates everything about school and the kids who torment her when a
storm damages the roof of their home binny and her family must move to a
rental home out in the country binny her sensible older sister clem and her
rambunctious brother james and his chickens begin adjusting to a new
household then one of james s beloved chickens vanishes what kind of
creature is lurking in the undergrowth and does it need binny s protection
brilliantly written and full of heart this humorous story is interwoven
with the adventures of three children from 1913 ed peter and clary who
lived at the house previously the stories of both sets of children come
together as binny discovers that secrets in the past and the present have
connections she never suspected
Binny in Secret 2015-06-16 from the author of indigos star permanent
rose and saffys angel comes the fourth delightful adventure of the
irresistible casson family
Caddy Ever After 2007-12-04 thirteen year old eve consults tarot
cards to see if she will achieve her goal of being a famous singer one day
and in the meantime decides to try out for the school musical
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School Library Journal 2009 collins international primary english
offers full coverage of the cambridge primary english curriculum
framework 0058 from 2020 within a six level multi component course
which has been carefully developed to meet the needs of teachers and
students in the international market
For Younger Readers 2014 indexes the times sunday times and magazine
times literary supplement times educational supplement time educational
supplement scotland and the times higher education supplement
In the Cards: Fame 2008-08-05 contents include ideas for the following
units living in a family going to school making friends connecting to
communities looking at the world looking in a mirror laughing together
getting through the tough times making a difference and exploring
imagination includes recommended books for each unit
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